Integer programs with a constant number of constraints are solvable in pseudo-polynomial time. We give a new algorithm with a better pseudo-polynomial running time than previous results. Moreover, we establish a strong connection to the problem (min, +)-convolution. (min, +)-convolution has a trivial quadratic time algorithm and it has been conjectured that this cannot be improved significantly. We show that further improvements to our pseudopolynomial algorithm for any fixed number of constraints are equivalent to improvements for (min, +)-convolution. This is a strong evidence that our algorithm's running time is the best possible. We also present a faster specialized algorithm for testing feasibility of an integer program with few constraints and for this we also give a tight lower bound, which is based on the SETH.
Introduction
Vectors v (1) , . . . , v (n) ∈ R m that sum up to 0 can be seen as a circle in R m that walks from 0 to v (1) to v (1) + v (2) , etc. until it reaches v (1) + . . . + v (n) = 0 again. The Steinitz Lemma [17] says that if each of the vectors is small with respect to some norm, we can reorder them in a way that each point in the circle is not far away from 0 w.r.t. the same norm.
Recently Eisenbrand and Weismantel found a beautiful application of this lemma in the area of integer programming [8] . They looked at ILPs of the form max{c T x : Ax = b, x ∈ Z n ≥0 }, where A ∈ Z m×n , b ∈ Z m and c ∈ Z n and obtained a pseudo-polynomial algorithm in ∆, the biggest absolute value of an entry in A, when m is treated as a constant. The running time they achieve is n · O(m∆) 2m · b 2 1 for finding the optimal solution and n · O(m∆) m · b 1 for finding only a feasible solution. This improves on a classic algorithm by Papadimitriou, which has a running time of O(n 2m+2 · (m∆ + m b ∞ ) (m+1)(2m+1) ) [15] . The basic idea in [8] is that a solution x * for the ILP above can be viewed as a walk in Z m starting at 0 and ending at b. Every step is a column of the matrix A: For every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we step x * i times in the direction of A i (see left picture in Figure 1 ). By applying the Steinitz Lemma they show that there is an ordering of these steps such that the walk never strays off far from the direct line between 0 and b (see right picture in Figure 1 ). They construct a directed graph with one vertex for every integer point near the line between 0 and b and create an edge from u to v, if v − u is a column in A. The weight of the edge is the same as the c-value of the column. An optimal solution to the ILP can now be obtained by finding a longest path from 0 to b. This can be done in the mentioned time, if one is careful with circles. In this paper, we present an alternative way to apply the Steinitz Lemma to the same problem. Our approach does not reduce to a longest path problem, but rather solves the ILP in a divide and conquer fashion. Using the Steinitz Lemma and the intuition of a walk from 0 to b, we notice that this walk has to visit a vector b ′ near b/2 at some point. We guess this vector and solve the problem with Ax = b ′ and Ax = b − b ′ independently. Both results can be merged to a solution for Ax = b. In the sub-problems the norm of b and the norm of the solution are roughly divided in half. We use this idea in a dynamic program and speed up the process of merging solutions using algorithms for convolution problems. This approach gives us better running times for both the problem of finding optimal solutions and for testing feasibility only. We complete our study by giving (almost) tight conditional lower bounds on the running time in which such ILPs can be solved.
Detailed description of results
In the running times we give, we frequently use logarithmic factors like log(k) for some parameter k. To handle the values k ∈ {0, 1} formally correct, we would need to write log(k + 1) + 1 instead of log(k) everywhere. This is ignored for simplicity of notation. We are assuming the word RAM model with word size O(m log(m∆) + log( b ∞ ) + log( c ∞ )) (see Preliminaries for details).
Optimal solutions for ILPs. We show that a solution to max{c
If given a vertex solution to the fractional relaxation, we can even get to O(m∆) 2m +O(nm). The running time can be improved if there exists a truly subquadratic algorithm for (min, +)-convolution (see Section 4.1 for details on the problem). However, it has been conjectured that no such algorithm exists and this conjecture is the base of several lower bounds in fine-grained complexity [7, 14, 3] . We show that for every m the running time above is essentially the best possible unless the (min, +)-convolution conjecture is false. More formally, for every m there exists no algorithm that solves ILP in time f (m) · (n 2−δ + (∆ + b ∞ ) 2m−δ ) for some δ > 0 and an arbitrary computable function f , unless there exists a truly sub-quadratic algorithm for (min, +)-convolution. Indeed, this means there is an equivalence between improving algorithms for (min, +)-convolution and for ILPs of fixed number of constraints. It is notable that this also rules out improvements when both ∆ and b ∞ are small. Our lower bound does leave open some trade-off between n and O(m∆) m like for example n · O(m∆) m · log( b ∞ ), which would be an interesting improvement for sparse instances, i.e., when n ≪ (2∆ + 1) m . A running time of n f (m) · (m∆ + m b ∞ ) m−δ , however, is not possible (see feasibility below).
Feasibility of ILPs.
Testing only the feasibility of an ILP is easier than finding an optimal solution. It can be done in time O(m∆) m · log(∆) · log(∆ + b ∞ ) + O(nm) by solving a Boolean convolution problem that has a more efficient algorithm than the (min, +)-convolution problem that arises in the optimization version. Under the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH) this running time is tight except for logarithmic factors. If this conjecture holds, there is no n f (m) · (m∆ + m b ∞ ) m−δ time algorithm for any δ > 0 and any computable function f .
Other related work
The case where the number of variables n is fixed and not m as in this paper behaves somewhat differently. There is a 2 O(n log(n)) ·|I| O(1) time algorithm (|I| being the encoding length of the input), whereas an algorithm of the kind f (m) · |I| O(1) (or even |I| f (m) ) is impossible for any computable function f , unless P = NP. This can be seen with a trivial reduction from Unbounded Knapsack (where m = 1). The 2 O(n log(n)) · |I| O(1) time algorithm is due to Kannan [12] improving over a 2 O(n 2 ) · |I| O(1) time algorithm by Lenstra [11] . It is a long open question whether 2 O(n) · |I| O(1) is possible instead [8] .
Another intriguing question is whether a running time like
is still possible when upper bounds on variables are added to the ILP. In [8] an algorithm for this extension is given, but the exponent of ∆ is O(m 2 ).
As for other lower bounds on pseudo-polynomial algorithms for integer programming, the only result we are aware of is a bound of n o(m/ log(m)) · b o(m) ∞ due to Fomin et al. [9] , which is based on the ETH (a weaker conjecture than the SETH). Their reduction implies that there is no algorithm with running time n o(m/ log(m)) · (∆ + b ∞ ) o(m) , since in their construction the matrix A is nonnegative and therefore columns with entries larger than b ∞ can be discarded; thus leading to ∆ ≤ b ∞ . As opposed to our bounds, theirs does not give a precise value for the constant in the exponent.
Preliminaries
In this paper we are assuming a word size of O(m log(m∆) + log( b ∞ ) + log( c ∞ )) in the word RAM model, that is to say, arithmetic operations on numbers of this encoding size take constant time. When considering m to be a constant, this makes perfect sense. Also, since we are going to use algorithms with space roughly O(m∆) m , it is only natural to assume that a single pointer fits into a word.
In the remainder of the paper we will assume that A has no duplicate columns. Note that we can completely ignore a column i, if there is another identical column i ′ with c i ′ ≥ c i . This implies that in time O(nm) + O(∆) m we can reduce to an instance without duplicate columns and, in particular, with n ≤ (2∆ + 1) m . The running time can be achieved as follows. We create a new matrix for the ILP with all (2∆ + 1) m possible columns (in lexicographic order) and objective value c i = −∞ for all columns i. Now we iterate over all n old columns and compute in time O(m) the index of the new column corresponding to the same entries. We then replace its objective value with the current one if this is bigger. In the upcoming running times we will omit the additive term O(nm) and assume the duplicates are already eliminated (O(∆) m is always dominated by actual algorithms running time).
Theorem 1 (Steinitz Lemma). Let · be a norm in R m and let v (1) , . . . , v (t) ∈ R m such that v (i) ≤ 1 for all i and v (1) + · · · + v (t) = 0. Then there exists a permutation π ∈ S t such that for all j ∈ {1, . . . , t}
The proof for bound m is due to Sevast'janov [16] (see also [8] for a good overview). Eisenbrand and Weismantel observed that the Steinitz Lemma implies the following.
Then there exists a permutation π ∈ S t such that for all j ∈ {1, . . . , t}
This can be obtained by inserting (
≥0 } be bounded and feasible. Then there exists an optimal solution x * with
A similar bound is proved for example in [15] . However, we can also give a proof via the Steinitz Lemma.
Proof. Let x * be an optimal solution of minimal 1-norm. Let v (1) , . . . , v (t) denote the multiset of columns of A that represent x * . Assume w.l.o.g. these vectors are ordered as in the previous corollary. There cannot be a circle of positive value in v (1) , . . . , v (t) or else the ILP would be unbounded. By circle we mean a non-empty subset that sums up to 0 and we consider the value of the columns with regard to c. In fact, there cannot be a circle of nonpositive value either, since the 1-norm of the solution is minimal. Hence, each vector in Z m is visited at most once by the walk 
Then the distance between two consecutive points is small:
In particular, for every vector of the form γb, γ ∈ [0, 1], there is a point b · j/ b ∞ that is not further away than 1/2. Thus, for every a that satisfies (1), we have a point b · j/ b ∞ with
To upper bound the number of vectors of type (1), we count the number of vectors within distance at most 2m∆ + 1/2 to each of the b ∞ + 1 points. This number is at most (
This concludes the proof.
Corollary 4.
By adding a zero column we can assume w.l.o.g., if the ILP is feasible and bounded, then there exists an optimal solution x * with x * 1 = U where U is the upper bound for x * 1 . By scaling the bound of Lemma 3 to the next power of 2, we can assume that x * 1 = 2 K where K ∈ N and K ≤ O(m log(m∆) + log( b ∞ )).
Dynamic Program
In this section we will show how to compute the best solution x * to an ILP with the additional constraint x * 1 = 2 K . If the ILP is bounded, then with K = O(m log(m∆) + log( b ∞ )) and an extra zero column this is the optimum to the ILP (Corollary 4). In Section 3.2 we discuss how to cope with unbounded ILPs. For every i = K, K − 1, . . . , 0 and every b ′ with
We start by computing these for i = K and then iteratively derive solutions for smaller values of i using only the bigger ones. Ultimately, we will compute a solution for i = 0 and b ′ = b.
If i = K, then every solution must consist of exactly one column ( x 1 = 1). We can compute this solution by finding the column that equals b ′ should there exist one and set −∞ otherwise. Fix some i < K and b ′ and let v (1) , . . . , v (t) be columns of A that correspond to an optimal solution to max{c
. This implies that we can look up solutions for b ′′ and b ′ − b ′′ in the dynamic table and their union is a solution for b ′ . Clearly it is also optimal. We do not know b ′′ , but we can guess it: There are only (8m∆ + 1) m candidates. To compute an entry, we therefore enumerate all possible b ′′ and take the two partial solutions (for b ′′ and b ′ − b ′′ ), where the sum of both values is maximized.
Proof of claim. We have that,
In a similar way, we can show that
Naive running time
The dynamic 
Note that O(m∆) 2m = O(m∆) 2m · 2 m hides factors polynomial in m.
Unbounded solutions
In the previous dynamic program there is no mechanism for detecting when the ILP is unbounded. We follow the approach from [8] to handle unbounded ILPs. The ILP max{c T x : Ax = b, x ∈ Z n ≥0 } is unbounded, if and only if {x : Ax = b, x ∈ Z n ≥0 } has a solution and max{c T x : Ax = 0, x ∈ Z n ≥0 } has any solution with positive objective value. After running the dynamic program -thereby verifying that there exists any solution -we have to check if the latter condition holds. We can simply run the algorithm again on max{c T x : Ax = 0, x ∈ Z n ≥0 } with K = m · ⌈log(2m∆ + 1)⌉. If it returns a positive value, the ILP is unbounded. Let us argue why this is enough. We need to understand that when there is a positive solution to max{c T x : Ax = 0, x ∈ Z n ≥0 }, then there is also a positive solution with 1-norm at most (2m∆ + 1) m ≤ 2 K . Let x * be a positive solution to the former ILP with minimal 1-norm, i.e., c T x * > 0 and x * 1 minimal. Let v (1) , . . . , v (t) be the multiset of columns representing x * . We assume that they are ordered as in Corollary 2. If t > (2m∆ + 1) m , then there must be two identical partial sums
In other words, the circle can be decomposed into two circles
One of these must be a positive solution or else their sum would be negative. This means the 1-norm of x * is not minimal. We conclude that t ≤ (2m∆ + 1) m . 
problem is well studied. It is a variant of (min, +)-convolution.
(min, +)-convolution
Input: r 1 , . . . , r n and s 1 , . . . , s n .
Output: t 1 , . . . , t n , where t k = min i+j=k r i + s j .
(max, +)-convolution is the counterpart where the maximum is taken instead of the minimum. The two problems are equivalent. Each of them can be transformed to the other by negating the elements. We construct an instance of (max, +)-convolution of size 12∆ + 2. We set r j and s j , j ∈ {1, . . . , 8∆ + 1} both to the value for b/2 i+1 − (4∆ + 1) + j ∈ D i+1 in the dynamic table. Set the remaining values of r and s to −∞. Then for b ′ = b/2 i − (4∆ + 1) + k ∈ D i , the correct result will be at t 4∆+1+k .
(min, +)-convolution admits a trivial O(n 2 ) time algorithm and it has been conjectured that there exists no truly sub-quadratic algorithm [7] . There does, however, exist an O(n 2 / log(n)) time algorithm [4] , which we are going to use. In fact, there is a slightly faster algorithm with running time n 2 /2 Ω( √ log(n)) [6] . We can reduce the problem for arbitrary m to a (max, +)-convolution instance of size O(m∆) m . To do so, project a vector
The value 16m∆ + 3 is chosen because it is always greater than the sum of two values of the form 4m∆
Since all but the first element of the sum (2) are multiples of 16m∆ + 3, i.e., they are equal 0 modulo 16m∆ + 3, we can omit them in the equation. Hence,
We even have equality (without modulo) here, because both sides are smaller than 16m∆ + 3.
Simplifying the equation gives
In the sums leave out the first element. The equation still holds, since by the elaboration above this changes the left and right hand-side by the same value. We can now repeat the same argument to obtain a 2 + a ′ 2 = b ′ 2 − (4m∆ + 1) and the same for all other dimensions.
Proof ⇐. Let a + a ′ = b ′ − (4m∆ + 1, . . . , 4m∆ + 1) T . Then for every j,
This means when we write the value of each b ′′ ∈ D i+1 to r j and s j , where j = f i+1 (b ′′ ), the correct solutions will be in t. More precisely, we can read the result for some
With an algorithm for (min, +)-convolution with running time T (n) we get an algorithm with running time T (O(m∆) m ) · (m log(m∆) + log( b ∞ )). Inserting T (n) = n 2 / log(n) we get: Theorem 5. There exists an algorithm that finds the optimum of max{c
Clearly, a sub-quadratic algorithm, where T (n) = n 2−δ for some δ > 0, would directly improve the exponent. Next, we will consider the problem of only testing feasibility of an ILP. Since we only record whether or not there exists a solution for a particular right-hand side, the convolution problem reduces to the following.
Boolean convolution
Input: r 1 , . . . , r n ∈ {0, 1} and s 1 , . . . , s n ∈ {0, 1}.
Output: t 1 , . . . , t n ∈ {0, 1}, where
This problem can be solved very efficiently via fast Fourier transform. We compute the (+, ·)-convolution of the input. It is well known that this can be done using FFT in time O(n log(n)). The (+, ·)-convolution of r and s is the vector t, where t k = i+j=k r i · s j . To get the Boolean convolution instead, we simply replace each t k > 0 by 1. Using T (n) = O(n log(n)) for the convolution algorithm we obtain the following. This can be seen from the calculation below. First we scrape off factors polynomial in m:
Next, we use that log(∆) + log(
Use of proximity
Eisenbrand and Weismantel gave the following bound on the proximity between continuous and integral solutions.
Theorem 7 ([8])
. Let max{c T x : Ax = b, x ∈ Z n ≥0 } be feasible and bounded. Let x * be an optimal vertex solution of the fractional relaxation. Then there exists an optimal solution z * with
We briefly explain, how they use this theorem to reduce the right-hand side b at the expense of computing the optimum of the fractional relaxation: Note that z * i ≥ ℓ i := max{0, ⌈x * i ⌉ − m(2m∆ + 1) m }. Since x * is a vertex solution, it has at most m non-zero components. By setting y = x − ℓ we obtain the equivalent ILP max{c T y : Ay = b − Aℓ, y ∈ Z n ≥0 }. Indeed, this ILP has a bounded right-hand side:
Here, we use that x * and ℓ differ only in non-zero components of x * and in those by at most m(2m∆ + 1) m . Like in earlier bounds, the O-notation hides polynomial terms in m. Using the n · O(m∆) 2m · b 2 1 time algorithm from [8] , this gives a running time of n · O(m∆) 4m+2 + LP, where LP is the time to solve the relaxation. The logarithmic dependence on b ∞ in our new algorithm leads to a much smaller exponent: Using Theorem 5 and the construction above, the ILP can be solved in time O(m∆) 2m + LP. Feasibility can be tested in time O(m∆) m · log 2 (∆) + LP using Theorem 6.
Heterogeneous matrices
Let ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ m ≤ ∆ denote the largest absolute values of each row in A. When some of these values are much smaller than ∆, the maximum among all, we can do better than O(m∆) 2m ·log( b ∞ ). An example for a highly heterogeneous matrix is Unbounded Knapsack with cardinality constraints. Consider the norm v = 1/2 · max k |v k /∆ k | and let v (1) , . . . , v (t) ∈ Z m be the multiset of columns corresponding to an optimal solution of the ILP. Using the Steinitz Lemma on this norm, it follows that there exists a permutation π such that for all j ∈ {1, . . . , t} and k ∈ {1, . . . , k}
This means the number of states we have to consider reduces from O(m∆) m to 
We can solve the ILP above in time
where T (n) = O(n log(n)) is the running time of Boolean convolution. By adding the time for the binary search and by hiding polynomials in m, we get the total running time of
5 Lower bounds
Optimization problem
We use an equivalence between Unbounded Knapsack and (min, +)-convolution regarding subquadratic algorithms.
Unbounded Knapsack
Input: C ∈ N, w 1 , . . . , w n ∈ N, and p 1 , . . . , p n ∈ N.
Output: Multiplicities x 1 , . . . , x n , such that
Note that when we instead require n i=1 x i · w i = C in the problem above, we can transform it to this form by adding an item of profit zero and weight 1.
Theorem 8 ([7]
). For any δ > 0 there exists no O((n + C) 2−δ ) time algorithm for Unbounded Knapsack unless there exists a truly sub-quadratic algorithm for (min, +)-convolution.
When using this theorem, we assume that the input already consists of the at most C relevant items only. In particular, n ≤ C and w i ≤ C for all i. This preprocessing can be done in time O(n + C). 
, where ∆ is the greatest absolute value in A. We will show that this implies an O((n + C) 2−δ ′ ) time algorithm for the Unbounded Knapsack Problem for some
) be an instance of this problem. Let us first observe that the claim holds for m = 1. Clearly the Unbounded Knapsack Problem (with equality) can be written as the following ILP (UKS1).
Since w i ≤ C for all i (otherwise the item can be discarded), we can solve this ILP by assumption in time
Now consider the case where m > 1. We want to reduce ∆ by exploiting the additional rows. Let ∆ = ⌊C 1/m ⌋ + 1 > C 1/m . We write C in base-∆ notation, i.e.,
where 0 ≤ C (k) < ∆ for all k. Likewise, write each w i as
< ∆ for all k. We claim that (UKS1) is equivalent to the following ILP (UKSm).
. . .
This is because all ∆ ℓ w 
Furthermore, y ℓ is non-negative, because otherwise
We choose y 1 , . . . , y m exactly like this. The first constraint (3) follows directly. Now let ℓ ∈ {2, . . . , m}. By choice of y ℓ−1 and y ℓ we have that
.
Dividing both sides by ∆ ℓ−1 we get every constraint (4) - (5) for the correct choice of ℓ. Finally, consider the special case of the last constraint (6) . By choice of y m we have that
Thus, y m = 0 and (7) implies the last constraint (with ℓ = m).
Claim x ∈ (USKm) ⇒ x ∈ (USK1). Let x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y m−1 be a solution to (UKSm) and set y m = 0. We show by induction that for all ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , m}
With ℓ = m this implies the claim as y m = 0 by definition. For ℓ = 1 the equation is exactly the first constraint (3). Now let ℓ > 1 and assume that the equation above holds. We will show that it also holds for ℓ + 1. From (USKm) we have
Multiplying each side by ∆ ℓ we get
By adding and subtracting the same elements, it follows that
By inserting the induction hypothesis we conclude
Constructing and solving the ILP. The ILP (UKSm) can be constructed easily in O(Cm + nm) ≤ O((n + C) 2−δ/m ) operations (recall that m is a constant). We obtain ∆ = ⌊C 1/m ⌋ + 1 by guessing: More precisely, we iterate over all numbers ∆ 0 ≤ C and find the one where
There are of course more efficient, non-trivial ways to compute the rounded m-th root. The base-∆ representation for w 1 , . . . , w n and C can be computed with O(m) operations for each of these numbers.
All entries of the matrix in (UKSm) and the right-hand side are bounded by ∆ = O(C 1/m ). Therefore, by assumption this ILP can be solved in time
This would therefore yield a truly sub-quadratic algorithm for the Unbounded Knapsack Problem.
Feasibility problem
We will show that our algorithm for solving feasibility of ILPs is optimal (except for log factors). We use a recently discovered lower bound for k-SUM based on the SETH.
Output: and consider an instance (T, Z 1 , . . . , Z k ) of k-SUM. We will show that this can be solved in time O(T 1−δ · n f (1) ), which contradicts the SETH. For every i ≤ k and every z ∈ Z i we use a binary variable x i,z that describes whether z is used. We can easily model k-SUM as the following ILP:
However, since we want to reduce to an ILP with one constraint, we need a slightly more sophisticated construction. We will show that the cardinality constraints can be encoded into the k-SUM instance by increasing the numbers by a factor of 2 O(k) , which is in O(1) since k is some constant depending on f (1) and γ only. We will use this to obtain an ILP with only one constraint and values of size at most O(T ). A similar construction is also used in [1] . Our goal is to construct an instance (T ′ , Z ′ k , . . . , Z ′ k ) such that for every x * it holds that x * is a solution to the first ILP if and only if x * ∈ {x :
. We will use one element to represent each element in the original instance. Consider the binary representation of numbers in Z ′ 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Z ′ k and of T ′ . The numbers in the new instance will consist of three parts and ⌈log(k)⌉ many 0s between them to prevent interference. For an illustration of the construction see Figure 2 . The ⌈log(k)⌉ most significant bits ensure that exactly k elements are selected; the middle part are k bits that ensure of every set Z ′ i exactly one element is selected; the least significant ⌈log(T )⌉ bits represent the original values of the elements. Set the values in the first part of the numbers to 1 for all elements Z ′ 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Z ′ k and to k in T ′ . Clearly this ensures that at most k elements are chosen. The sum of at most k elements cannot be larger than k ≤ 2 ⌈log(k)⌉ times the biggest element. This implies that the buffers of ⌈log(k)⌉ zeroes cannot overflow and we can consider each of the three parts independently. It follows that exactly k elements must be 
} has exactly one solution and this solution is (1, 1, . . . , 1): Consider summing up k powers of 2 and envision the binary representation of the partial sums. When we add some 2 i to the partial sum, the number of ones in the binary representation increases by one, if the i'th bit of the current sum is zero. Otherwise, it does not increase. However, since in the binary representation of the final sum there are k ones, it has to increase in each addition. This means no power of two can be added twice and therefore each has to be added exactly once.
It follows that the second part of the numbers enforces that of every Z ′ i exactly one element is chosen. We conclude that ( * ) solves the initial k-SUM instance. By assumption this can be done in time
For m > 1 we can use the same construction as in the reduction for the optimization problem: Suppose there is an algorithm that finds feasible solutions to ILPs with m constraints in time n f (m) · (∆ + b ∞ ) m−δ . Choose γ such that there is no algorithm for k-SUM with running time O(T 1−δ/m · n γk ) (under SETH). We set k = ⌈f (m)/γ⌉. By splitting the one constraint of ( * ) into m constraints we can reduce the upper bound on elements from O(T ) to O(T 1/m ). This means the assumed running time for solving ILPs can be used to solve k-SUM in time
Applications
We describe the implications of our results on a couple of well-known problems, which can be formulated using ILPs with few constraints and small entries. In particular, we give an example, where the reduction of the running time by a factor n improves on the state-of-the-art and one where the logarithmic dependence on b ∞ proves useful.
Unbounded Knapsack and Unbounded Subset-Sum
Unbounded Knapsack with equality constraint is simply an ILP with m = 1 and positive entries and objective function:
where p i ≥ 0 are called the profits and w i ≥ 0 the weights of the items 1, . . . , n. More common is to let C be only an upper bound on n i=1 w i · x i , but that variant easily reduces to the problem above by adding a slack variable. Unbounded Subset-Sum is the same problem without an objective function, i.e., the problem of finding a multiset of items whose weights sum up to exactly C. We assume that no two items have the same weight. Otherwise in time O(n + ∆) we can remove all duplicates by keeping only the most valuable ones. The fractional solutions to both problems are of a very simple structure: For Unbounded Knapsack choose only the item i of maximal efficiency, that is p i /w i , and select it C/w i times. For Unbounded Subset-Sum choose an arbitrary item. This gives algorithms with running time O(∆ 2 ) and O(∆ log 2 (∆)) for Unbounded Knapsack and Unbounded Subset-Sum, respectively, where ∆ is the maximum weight among all items (using the results from Section 4.2). The previously best pseudo-polynomial algorithms for Unbounded Knapsack, have running times O(nC) (standard dynamic programming; see e.g. [13] ), O(n∆ 2 ) [8] , or very recently O(∆ 2 log(C)) [2] . We note that the algorithm from the last paper, which was discovered independently and concurrently to our results, also uses (min, +)-convolution. It could probably be improved to the same running time as our general algorithm using the proximity ideas. For Unbounded Subset-Sum the state-of-the-art algorithm has a running time O(C log(C)) [5] . Hence, our algorithm is preferable when ∆ ≪ C.
Scheduling on Identical Machines
The problem Scheduling on Identical Machines asks for the distribution of N jobs onto M ≤ N machines. Each job j has a processing time p j and the objective is to minimize the makespan, i.e., the maximum sum of processing times on a single machine. Since an exact solution cannot be computed unless P = NP, we are satisfied with a (1 + ǫ)-approximation, where ǫ > 0 is part of the input. We will outline how this problem can be solved using our algorithm. More details on many of the techniques involved can be found in [10] .
We consider here the variant, in which a makespan τ is given and we have to find a schedule with makespan at most (1 + ǫ)τ or prove that there exists no schedule with makespan at most τ . This suffices by using a standard dual approximation framework. It is easy to see that one can discard all jobs of size at most ǫ · τ and add them greedily after a solution for the other jobs is found. The big jobs can each be rounded to the next value of the form ǫ · τ · (1 + ǫ) i for some i. This reduces the number of different processing times to O(1/ǫ log(1/ǫ)) many and increases the makespan by at most a factor of 1 + ǫ. We are now ready to write this problem as an ILP. A configuration is a way to use a machine. It describes how many jobs of each size are assigned to this machine. Since we aim for a makespan of (1 + ǫ) · τ , the sum of these sizes must not exceed this value. The configuration ILP has a variable for every valid configuration and it describes how many machines use this configuration. Let C be the set of valid configurations and C k the multiplicity of size k in a configuration C ∈ C. The following ILP solves the rounded instance. We note that there is no objective function in it.
Here K are the rounded sizes and N k the number of jobs with rounded size k ∈ K. The first constraint enforces that the correct number of machines is used, the next |K| many enforce that for each size the correct number of jobs is scheduled. It is notable that this ILP has only few constraints (a constant for a fixed choice of ǫ) and also the entries of the matrix are small. More precisely, they are at most 1/ǫ, since every size is at least The trick in the bound above is to distinguish between the cases 2 O(1/ǫ log 2 (1/ǫ)) ≤ log(N ) and 2 O(1/ǫ log 2 (1/ǫ)) > log(N ). The same running time (except for a higher constant in the exponent) could be obtained with [8] . However, in order to avoid a multiplicative factor of N , one would have to solve the LP relaxation first and then use proximity. Our approach gives an easier, purely combinatorial algorithm. The crucial feature of our algorithm is the lower dependence on b ∞ .
